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RDER COMESIOR ISRAEL WITHDRAWAL
Search Is Made For Identity
Small Boy Found Dead In Box

Standard Oil Station
To Be Open 24 Hours

Police Seek Buck
Toothed Slayer

Vote Of Confidence Is Given
Premier David Ben-Gurion

Elsewhere in today's issue' of
MAHWAH, N.J. 11S —Authorthe daily Ledger de Times is an
ities planned to question soldiers
announcement- for the Standard
at an Army Nike base today in
By JOHN CLANCY
'- believe he Das murdered by his sOil Service Station on East Main
own intervention to put down
a search for a buck-toothed sadUnited Press Staft.„perrespondent parents or guardians or 'he was
Street. James and John Elliott,
the rebellion.
United
ist
who
viciously
murdered
a
15. PHILADELPHr
y Al! — Some- taken from some other part of., who run the station,
are operatJERUSALEM. Israel ,lr — IsIsraeli .souitees were pleased
year-old sirl.
where in this.cptintry a little boy the country and his body was
.
ing on a twenty.-stiatis.tanhas. sehes_
The mutilated, half - clothed rael's parliament save forma , w it h reports . 0342 Dr. Ralpho
---sis-synissing irin hit home.
dumped-, here:
dule in order to serve the people
body of Victoria _Zielinski was approval today to Premier David Bunche ...vould be named com.11C IS a nice looking child bes
The- city's chief medical -ex- of Murray, Calloway County and
• t‘
found by her parents Tuesday Ben-Gurion's order to withdraw mander of the UNEF and said
ween fe •r and iiic s'ears old. tie aminer. Dr. Joseph W. Spelman,
the surrounding area in a more
morning crumpled in a gravel pit from the Gaza Strip and the Bunche probably would be wel'
wiles
e yes. and brown hair. who conducted the autopsy. said
efficient, thqrough manner.
comed by the Egyptians as well.
near a lover's lane. N'ictoria's Gulf of Aqaba area.
He/Aeeighs between 35 and 40 the boy definitely was murdered.
The actual pullout appeared
Ben-Gurion was repoeted inJohn H. Parker, Standard Oil
skull was crushed, her jaw and
unds. He's slender and thin- He said there were bruises at
imminent
within the creasingly confident of winning
Agent
for
this
area,
says
this
is
nose
broken,
several
were
faced.
over the body, particularly on,
the vote.. of confidence despite
a completely modern service stamissing and her breasts were next 24 houre.
He's dead.
the head, leg and arms.
The Knesset's indorsement of public opposition to withdrawal,
tion
with
the
latest,
most
up
to
scarred
by bites.
His body, battered brutally, • The police laboratory learned
Ben-Gurion's withdrawal order the cabinet rebellion and parliadate equipment. The operators of
was found eight days ago in a a lot about toe --bey% --Their
Bergen County Prosecutor Guy came in three votes tit. confirlenee mentary anger at nut being concardboard Wit' In The Fox CharVestigations Showed he apparent- the, station are proud of the apW. Calissi said an autopsy show- which the .premier won by ial'e•: sulted
in
advance. ' Informed
section of this city: Police have ly came from a good home be- pearance ofrihe station and will
ed the pretty sophomore honor 'margin*.
sources
said
the
withdrawal
tried every method at their corn - cause he had been well cared endeavor to maintain this atstudent at Ramsey High School . Technically; the three motions would begin-24-h
60 located at Faxon
Ours after the
/nand to learn his identity, but for. He was 41 inches tall. He tractiveness for the enjoyment
had not been criminally assault- were for no confidence in Ben- vote.
School.
*have run , up against a blank might have had a defect in hii and satisfaction of their friends
Gurion. They were presented by
ed.
Ray
The vote originally was exand
customers.
wall. No one knows who he is. lett eye but he did not wear,
the Nationalist Herut Party. the pected early today but governLeft
They
extend an invitation to
And no one has reported a little glasses. He had injured ties .chin
Victoria put up a "terrific Communists and the right wing ment sources said it now might
Larry Elkins.
boy like him missing. .
at one time, leaving an "L" everyone to visit their new Castruggle." Calissi said, because General Zionists.
be held off as late as Thursday
tion for friendly, courteous serv•
shaped scar under his Chin.
Have Two Theories
her father had taught her judo.
The Herut motion was *defeatCub Pack 60 at Faxon School
Police have two theories. They
When found, his body was ice twenty-four hours a day, met recent.ly for an
slaying
the
"most
He
called
the
ed 84
25. the Communist
enjoyable
wrapped in a chea'p cotton flan- seven days each week.
vicious, most brutal and the most motion by 104 to 8. and the
evening. Gaines were enjoyed
Mr. Elliott say's the station also
nel blanket which had been ripseen."
I
have
eve!:
sadistic
General Zionist motion — calling
while the Cub Committee met
ped in half. The blanket was a features high octane super crown
Calissi said the girl probably for the immediate cessation of
and planned a basketball game
extra
gasoline.
•
green plaid with diamonds and
had been murdered by "someone the withdrawal, &loves — by 14
betvI,een the Dads of Cub Pack
blocks
rust, brown and white.
She knew."- He said police con- to 25.
• 60 and'- the- Dads froin Faxon
All the colors were faded. •
cluded the killer has buck teeth
Shortly before the votes. a
School.
Crude Hair Cut
because of the alignment of teeth tired and ailing BensGurion told
The game will be played on
His hair had been crudely cut
marks on the girl's breasts.
the Knesset that Egypt had no
March 7 at Faxon School. Everyshort, possible to conceal his
Victoria's Parents, Anthony, 45`.' right to Gaza.
one is urged to come to Faxon
identity. If that was the motive
Only a few hours before. IsThe twelfth National Confer- and Mary, 41. said their daughto enjoy an evening of fun.
for the amateur haircut, it has
and raeli reports came in from the
The United church women of
DARBY. Pa. it? — An 11-year
A small admission charge e .1 ence on Rural Health will be ter had no steady boy friend
succeeded thus far.
bld buy, whose entire blood be made at the door and the held in Louisville on March 7-9 dated only on week ends. They disputed border strip saying that Murray and Calloway County
But, his identity is still a mys- system was replaced following
proceeds will go to the Cubs of and several people from Murray said she had gone out Monday an Israeli soldier had been killed are completing plans this week
The Teen Age Roscl-E-0, a tery. Police say they are
stump- a rare, internally caused piercing
night to study with her best and two wounded in Gaza am- for the annual World Day of
will attend.
Pack
of the
. project
local
Junior ed. They wonder how the disof the heart, was released from
. 'rife county committee on rural friend. Barbara Nixon. who lives bushes One Arab also was re- Prayer tbservance to be held on
Chamber of Commerce..has been appearance of a little boy can
Frittai) alarch d at 1 p.m. at St.
the hospital today almost fully
ported
health, appointed from a state about a mile away.
highly
successful
duiting
the be concealed so well.
recovered.
The Israeli army agreed to John's Episcopal church,
level, is composed of Holmes
that it has been sponsored,
Afraid Of Dark
Today, more than 300 policeThe earlier hour has been set
Douglas Klee, of. 520 Glendale
let newsmen into Gaza itself
Ellis, Chairman, Dr.. Woodfin
according to Bob McDowell and men, park guards and detectives
• tonight after' a half day of this year for the convenience ot
Relt, Upp`er Darby. Pa., was
Barber.
Mrs.
Herman
Hutson,
telephoned
home
They
said
she
George Hodge who are in charge are making a foot-by-foot
search admitted to the Fitzgerald-Mercy
Vernon Stubblefield. Jr.. Sam about 8:30 p.m. and asked her conflicting reports over whether mother's with children in school.
of the event:
.
of the neighborhood, questioning Hospital here last Feb. 21 in
Mrs. Foss Mrs. Lucille ROSS, sister, Myrna, 13. to mset her Israeli forces actually had begun it large number of Murray and
Foy,
Murray has been chosen as residents and looking for,some profound shock. His
PRESS
By
Calloway county church women
left chest
Coleman. Boron Jeffrey, part way because she dicifi't want to withdraw.
Flossie
the town where a film will be tiny clue which may have been
A , western storm buried porBen-Gurion shifted the center are expected to participate In
was filled with a fluid which
B. W. Edmonds, Mrs. Curtis to walk alone in the dark. Myrna
made of the Road-E-0 for show- overlooked.
Colorado
Wyoming
and
of
tions
Tel Aviv where the prayer service, written this
a tap revealed to be blood.
Hayes.
walked all the way to the Nixon of activity to
ing over a nation wide network
Everything else in the quest
An exploratory operation show under one-half foot of snow toMrs. J. I. Hosick. Dr. Hugh house without meeting her sister officials were rushing the last year by a woman behind the iron
of television station.
of his identity has failed. Thous- that a growth on one of his day, blocking at least two major Houston, Owen Billington. Mrs.
minute details' of plans to give curtain in Hungers. Each year
and returned home.
The film wlil be made of ands of persons have viewed
ribs had ripped - his heart in transcontinental highways a n d Barletta Wrather. Dr. J. M. Conup the Gaza Strip and Shram the service, used in thousands
parents
became
The
victim's
Murray and the actual driving the body at the morgue, but none
secondary
numerous
the
closing
five places. '
verse, R. L. Cooper. Mrs. R. M. alarmed when she had not re- El Sheikh on the Gulf of Aqaba. of prayer observances over
tests on March 16. routes.
knew him.
world, comes from a different
Military Chiefs Meet
Mrs. Tom Williams and turned by 11 p.m. and went out
Mason,
'
.1
Four hundred and twenty five
Physicians said it was the
A six-inch accumulation of Mrs. James Harris.
The question
still remains:
But the government imposed country. The theme this year is
looking for per. They were poinstations will carry the film and ::Whose boy is this?" first time they had encountered snow was reported at Cheyenne.
Several of the above will at- ed by Mahwah Police Capt. Ed- a curtain of secrecy reminiscent "Who shall separate us'""
will also be shown • to 2900 JC
or heard of heart 'wounds caused Wyo., early today, and seven
Prayers will begin at sunrise
days imniediately precedtend the three day meeting.
mund Wickham and continued to of the
. ,chapters.
bs '• a Malfunction of the 'body. inches were added to the snow
Stria' on the Tonga Islands in the South
A meeting of .several of the search throughout the night. At ing Israel's attack on the
.,• • The Teen Age Road-E-0 is
In hundreds of other similar pack at Leadville. Colo.
which won for it control Pacific and ;will end in Alaska, a
above group was held on Feba.m. Tuesday they spotted Desert
open to any boy or girl who will
cases it was _found that the heart
State patrols closed U.S. 30 in ruary 26 to discuss the con- 910
Strip and the fortress chain of prayer around the world.
Gaza
the
of
Victoria's body at the bottom of
not have reached twenty years
wounds resulted from trauma, southwest Wyoming and U.S. 87
Women of St. John's church are
tomorto blockade Israeli
Egypt
begin
by
will
used
which
ference
an embankment.
of alas by August 15. They must
an external force of instrument in northeast Colorado and southin charge of the program being
shipping on the gulf.
row.
• a driver's license or permit and
penetrating the chest cavity and east Wyoming during the night
Col. Nehemiah Brosh, the army directed by Mrs. Ted Clack.
Her upper clothing had been
The purpose of the conference
must have a clean record of no
then striking the heart..
because of snow, ice and poor is to raise the health level in torn off and one of her socks public relations chief, would say Readers will be Mrs. Harry
Hallonan
driving violations in the past six
A tube was inserted and about visibility.
MEMPHIS. Tenn. tir — An
was missing. Her dungarees had only. "We don't actually know Whayne,.. Mrs. George
the- counties of the state.
montas.
Wallace. Speairliner's five-minute glide to a four and one ,half pints of blood
Another storm center in the
not been disturbed. Nearby were anything yet." Then he added Jr. and Mrs. Wm.
Anyone wishing further infor- salt, landing after a propeller were withdrawn from the chest. Gulf of Mexico spread rain from
by a tro comtwo rocks about the size of a this did not mean- that nothing cial music will be
mation on the Road-E-O may gashed the top of the cabin The boy responded to the treat- the lower Mississippi Valley into
posed of Mrs. Orval Austin. Mrs.
man's head, each weighing about was happening.
W. T.
contact Bob McDowell or George Tuesday was "the longest five ment, but lapsed back into shock the Ohio Valley and ,ccasiontil
Some sources said Maj. Gen. David Gowans and Mrs.
25 pounds and covered with
Ii4dge.
minutes I ever lived through," as his chest again became filled snow flurries through portions of
E. L. M. Burns. commander of Gunning.
blood.
Schools have already
been one passenger said today.
with blood. Another tap was the Great Lakes and Northern
the United Nations Emergency
have. indicated
contacted and
There was a loud noise aboard made.
Plains,
Forces tUNEF1 that will take
1 heir cooperation with the pro- the Americen Airlines DC7, then
Pleads Not Guilty
A 40-mile gale slammed into
over from the Israeli troops.
An operation disclosed
ject.
WASHINGTON IP -- House
an almost explosion decompresNew Orleans Tuesday, but it
Maj. Gen. Moshe Dayan, Israeli
resembling a small tooth, on
sion when the propeller and
failed to dampen the spirits of leaders, bowing to White House
chief of staff, would meet today
23-year
the end of the fifth rib where
part I if the engine nacelle slashed
thousands of merrymakers at the pressure for fast action, today
withor Thursday to
the chest bone.
acto
House
top of the fuselage. the rib joined
through
the
ask
windup of the annual Mardi Gras agreed to
drawal arrangements.
As the heart beat in its circular,
Several passengers' coats were
celebration.
cept the Senate version of PresiBen-Guriiin. in a series of 'lastscrewing motion, the spur would
East
Middle
sucked through the gaping hole.
Forecasters 5,a i d precipitation dent Eisenhower's
minute conferences that left him
organ.
dig
into
the
will continue today over much of resolution.!___"
,
Calloway County farmers sign- Blankets, hats and feathers from
ill and showing the strain of reJ
Five lacerations were found
The request - fur unanimous
- --eff -arc Tor --a'-'trital nt SI39,042.24 burst pillow flew Through the in ' the pericardium. The. outer the nation, essills shower activity
current crisis, was reported to
Tuesday.
in Soil Bank acreage allottment air. Many of the - two-scorei pas- covering of the heart. through extending into the South Atlantic consent to agree to the Senate
have won support from the rebtanguagt Will be made Thursday
agreements for tobacco and cot- sengers fastened their scat belts which the blood had been seep- states
ellious Menem and Ahdlit Avorla
ton prior to- the March 1st dead- and prayed.
- Democratic Leader John W.
,
parties. Thf_nr opposition. trr with
ing into the boy's chest., - the
-I looked up at clear blue
McCormack (Mass.) told
line. aecording to, Lowell Palmer
drawal threatened to topple the
sutured imwounds
were
The
question
gaping
the
through
no
showing
is
sky
there
Press
United
of the ASC.
Ben-Gurion government.
mediately to halt the leakage
that the House would approve
A sum of 1118,302.32 was al- hole." Nat Charney. of New and the spur was removed along
Ben-Gurion Confident
Haltton Garner officially filed
•li
said
"They
said.
City.
York
version.
the Senate
:lotted for '759.29 acres on dark
Ben-Gurion emphasized in a° for election to the county court
an ' additional two inches
with
resoluthe
get
to
minutes
to
the
The House passed
.
1 fired ,tobacco or 20.2 per cent took five
speech to the Knesset Tuesday clerk's office in the Democrat
of the rib to guard against
lion in different form' five weeks
of ^the counly allotment. 'rhe ground. ,That was the longest revival of the growth.
night that any cabinet member Primary election which will be
lived
ever
.ago.
figut, per (tentage wise on bur- five minutes I
remaining in the government au- held in May.
During his stay in the hosThe leaders drcided against inof the county through."
ley' •as
accepted
collective
l omatically
Douglas' entire blood system
This was reported yesterday
But Charney and his wife pital.
sistence on the House version
quota with $11.048.29 paid by
responsibility for its decisions. by the county court clerks office.
of
series
a
replaced
in
was
slightly, and
injured
,
spokesmen
both
Fannie.
House
White
after
the federal government
48.64
This apparently indicated h i
transfusions in which 12 pints
others aboard the plane remained
passed along word the Senate
acres.
of blood were used.
"satisfactory"
to
the
calm.
is
language
' On air . cured the •summary
Physicians said the boy; in
"I had all ,the confidence in
President and to Secretary of
was 55.49 acres. $7,795.33. 23.7%.
be •able
that pilot,° Charney the sixth grade, may
The fire siren which sits atop State John Foster Dulles.
in
world
the
Cotton amounted to $4,496.30 for
middle
the
school
by
to
the city hall will be blown each
What he did with that to return
91.2 acres and 49 percent of the said
the month and are confident day at noon with the exception
Mrs. Ida Crouse. age 79. passed
plane! So smooth, why we didn't of
i 6 allottment.
able
be
will
that eventually he
Almost $108.000 has been
of Sunday, according to Fire
away Tuesday. March 6th at the
even know we were on the
to resume normal activity.
to county farmers who Western State Hospital.
Chief Flavil Robertson.
ground."
live signed sell bank acreage
She is survived by three
This will be in compliance
The 1,490-pound propeller slic' aeements
rr
on corn with Friday daughters. .Mrs. Luther Osborne.
with the State of Kentucky Ined through the top of the cabin
FIVE DAY FORECAST
the dead line, announces the Detroit, Mich.. Mrs. George Osspection Bureau ind will be
Buddy Windsor, son of. Mr. and
While the plane was cruising
ASC.
borne: RFD 2, Murray, Mrs.
done so that firemen over the Mrs. Radford Windsor.. south of
380 miles per hour 14,000 feet
Press
Tolley Chrisman, RFD I. BuchBy
state will know that the siren, Lynn Grove. is resting at the
over Fisherville. Tenn., 30 miles
Kentucky —Temperatures for is in working order.
anan. Tenn.: one'son. Ulas Crouse,
Murray Hospital after suffering
east of Memphis on a non-stop
Southwest Kentucky --Cloudy New York-to-Dallas flight.
Detroit. Mich . twelve grand chilthe five - day period. Thursday
In some areas where a fire is a gun shot wound in the abdoand cool with ocassional light
dren and fifteen great grand
Capt. L. T. Hansard of Smith- through Monday, will average not reported for some time, and men. His condition is listed as
children.
rain or drizzle today and tonight. Mid. Tex., the pilot, had 17,000 three to six degrees below the the siren is not used, apparently fair.
•
playwright husArthur
; High today 45, low tonight 33. hotirs of flying experience' for nornial •of"' 43 degree's. Rather the siren could get out of order
The funeral was_conducled to.s
'High Schol PTA
According to reports -young band
Mostly cloudy and a little cooler making the landing.
cold throughout the period, with without anyone knowing it.
Windsor- in some w'a'y it-ceived
6: will meet Thursday night. March day at 2:00 o'clock at the ProviThursday.
7. at 7:30 o'clock in the High dence Baptist church. with Bro.
"Actually'. it -was nothing," he only minor day-to-day temperaThe daily test will be held at the shot in the abdomen yester- C..
Somi:. 5:30
m. temperatures: said. "Passengers a r e always ture changes. Precipitation Wilt noon each day beginning Satur- day about 5:30 p. m.
M.' M. Illampton and • Mro Fred
The fchool Auditorium.
to
LotaiiTills
42,
An interesting program is plan- Langston. Burial was in the
Lexington
He was 'rushed to ihe hospital
41, nice. We could have flown on average 1-2 to One inch and day, March 9, Robertson said. It
Bowling Gretetn .44. Paducah 42, to Dallas .
by the students in charge Providence Cemetery.
ined
. but we thought it locally more as rain tonight and will be bloWn at noon each day .whre efforts were mode to save
ason "Youth On Parade,"
The Miller Funeral Home
Covington 35., London ,4r and best to land since there
in east portion Thursday. Rain even if it is used In •taInneetion his life. He has been working at sociates.
The. president urges all' mem% Hazel had charge of the tuners'!"
Hopkinsville 44.
this huge hole in the top of the likely again southeast . Friday with a fire earlier in the day, Chig's Gulf -Service at Sixth and
arrangements.
Soundphete.) beta to, be present.
Evansville,
and over the State About Sunday. he said.
Main streets.
pjfane."-

By ELIAV SIMON
Press Staff Correspondent
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Murray Will
•Get Publicity
In Road-E-0

to

Seven Point
Program To
Be Presented

Blood Replaced In
Boy In Operation

Plans Ready
For World
Day Of Prayer
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Storms Strike In
Many Sections Today

(*years
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Airliner Glides To
Safety After
Explosion

Fast Actionp Is
Urged On Doctrine

By WARREN DUFFEE
United Press Staff Correspondent
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HACKENSACK, N. J. Iff
old
Edgar Smith, a confessed
father of one child, slaying
today to the bludgeon Zielinof 15 year old Victoria
ski. whose body was found
field
in a Mahwah, N
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Hafton Garner
Files For Office
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for

Mrs. Ida Crouse
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Weather
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Murray High PTA
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Miller,
of, Marilyn Monroe. leaves The Murray
Federal Court in Washington.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTWICY

THE LEDGER & TIMES"
TIMEs PUBLISHING COMPANY,
PIEBLISRED BY AFEDGR
E
Consolidation of the Murray Leen:el., The Calloway Times, and Ti
the West Kentuckian, January
Times-Herald, October 20, 1928,
II. la42.

Dodgers Back
,wh Th w

JAMES C. %11-LIAISS, PUBLISHER
rasa/Nit Us* zmght is reject- any Advertising, Letters tii the Xclikw,
or Public V owe items 'which in our opinion are not for the ties.'
Littlest of our readers.
_ By UNITED PRESS
arATIONAL ' REPRESENTATIVES. WALLACE WITMER CO., 1365
The BrookIsn Dodgers-are right
Monroe, Memphis, Tenn.; 250 Park Ave., New York; 307 N. Michigan
oack-today *here they were at
Ave., Chicago; 8t) Bolyston St.. Boston.
the close of the World Series
r-Whrice. _with _Dun_
seni as
Eattodzed at *As Vast- 4,Msee Murray,---Kantw:Ity. -for traiesee,
Nev.comber .
Second Clam Matter

cf.
The Cardinals will have Don
Blasingaine leading off followed
by Alvin Dark, Stan Musial, Del
Rimis.- Ken Boyer, Wally Moon.
Chuck Harmon and Hal Smith.
Hutchinson's pitchers for the op-

rhe olg 27-game winner., and
' SUBSCRLPTION RATES: By Crrr-er- in ItetuFra,r, per we& 20c, per
met. with...the Nem .Yerk Yankees
treattat- 11&-:l.fr Callaway and acho relieeeiuline.s;''Pei year $3-.50t--e-iiii,43C2:-"Tritisr
will be Herman Wehmeier, R. G.
ed off the mound during Mon- m.itIt and
ticrt,- .au.
McDanieL
day's batting- practice at Vero
Beach, Fla., anu complained of
WLDNE.S.DAY — MARCH. 6, 1957.
tVe same- elbow sureness which
he said bothered hint in the
DEBUNKING
series. 'Newcombe said tl?er pain
was not as serous as laIR autumn
and he did not Seem especially
in an enlightened nation such as ours it would seem concerned over the
impossluie to legath.e and opelate a system that has
Dr. Hatold Wendler. (he club
By United Press
as many flaws as StX1:11 sectirlly, and some pn.ases of the trainer also said he believed
MIAMI BEACH: Chico Voar,_
the injury was not serious alweitare program We used to Teter to as "relief.though he conceded, "He'll have 1521-4. Stamford, Conn. outpointIt has taken us twenty years, for instance, to et en
to take rest and heat treatment jci Jimmy Peters, 150t2„ Miami.
we are paying br and there's really no way of 110).
pout
begin aisising questions
•
old age pensio'ns, only a part t1 tile social security pro- telling how long . he'll be sideGordon
Vanloo,
TAMPA.Fla.:
grant.
e had our ev-es only on what we could get, and lined."
. Sore arm miseries also hit 149, Grand Rapids. Mich., outwhat we had to do - to - quatrfrior-arrything, whether we shortstop -Ernie . Banks of,, the pointed Juan Tejada, 15144, BarChicago Cubs who had similar celona, Spain. (10).
paid tor it, or not.
1 trouble late last season. Banks'
' Now we lire tOld the people have "contributed- ,
, -LUBBOCK. Tex.: Johnny Nictrouble was diaan,osecLaii sista.
LW- oily-two billions of dotiars toine tild age pension fund muscle irritation, he was given tudas, 129, Milwaukee outpointed
of trie social security program. That's a lot of money, a shot of cortisone and ordered Henry Watson, 132, Dallas. (10).
and it would plovide:tis with lotA of pensiltins after age 'to do no throwing for a few
TWO , MANY TWO'S
days.
.'isn t .any of the money on hand.
63, except that there
Manager Fred Hutchinson, • NASHVILLE, Tenn. 4? —Dav•
It seems the Money nits oeen used by the government meanwhile, -listed the St. Louts id Crutchfield gets things in
twos. He testified Friday he
`th pay. fur battle-ships, airplanes and to make up fur Cardinals' lineup for their first
game of the spring had two wives, both named
exhibition
terrible loi6es''`in the postullice department. it left its
next Saturday and manager Jack Shirley, and two sons,. both
istipph*d Thaw ceneeded the )etrui Trg- named David. Crutchfield. Zu,
sentenced to two years in
to be. It is in the fofm of interest-bearing CniteteStates irs are attempting to swing a was
- dcal for a fourth starting pitch- prison for bigamy.
bonds.
Who do you
Who pays the. interest on these bonds

Fight
Results T

"SECURITY"
•

Mayo Smith South M. Rebels •Seek Revenge Tonight
Thinks Phils
Will Take On Strong Ballard
Have Pitching Southern
Memorial In Opener Here
Conference
Team Named

By LEO H. PETERSEN
United Prose Sport* Editor
CLEAR WATER, Fla. atI —
Manager Mayo Smith thinks the
Pinnies have enought pitching tq
win the pennant. but he expressed doubt today Whether they
could come up with the necessary
hitting.
Watching the 41 -players on his
roster go through a spring training drill, Smith observed that in
audition to inure power, "We
need a shortstop and a right
udder."
"We just have to get a shortstop and that presents quite a
problem," Smith said. "You can't
get an esteoushed major league
shortstop from the other Clubs in
our league because there are not
enough to go around.
-So it Mores like we will have
to.-piek the best kid we can find
and go along with him, fur better
or tor worse."
Wants A Sluiging Outfielder
• For batting power, he explained, ii wouid.be'more-reasenable
to expect it to come from the
right fielder."
"And at the--moment, I don't
know whether we can come up
with that either." o
But to dispel! the gloom surrounding
those
two question
spots,' Smith smiled when he
started talking about his pitch-

RICHMOND, Vle
— Here
The- I9S11-47- All - --'Wtithern
Conference basketball team
named Monday by the Southern
-Conference Spurts Writers Association: With height, weight,
age, class and hometown in
order.
First Team
Rod Heaney, West Va., 6-4,
188, 22, Sr., Charleston, W. Va.
Lee Marshall. .Wash. & Lee,
6-5, 200. 21, Sr., Ashland,
Lloyd Sharrar, West Va., 6-10,
210. 20, Jr., 'Meadville. Pa.
Dom Flora, Wash. & Lee. 6-2,
180, 21, Jr.. Jersey City. N. J.
Dick Wright, Furman, 5-11,
155, 33, Si. Lansdowne, Pa.
Second Team
Guarilia. G. W.
Lambiotte, Rich,
Coates, VPI
Penn, VPI
Mitchell, Rich
Third Team
Mintz, Da% idson
Hoitsma..W & M
Peschel, Rich.
Wherry, Citadel
Engelken, W & -M

South Marshall's district four i Burnett is aided by tall forwards
'4-101champion Rebels will cry revenge Ron MrcAliister and David
tonight when they tie up with land, both hitting around 12
Ballard- Memorial. the district Points each game.
This is Foliou's first venture
two runnerup, hr the -first round
of the-First Regional Cage tourn- to the regions in several years,
ament at 7:00 at MSC Sports Sedalia is a repeat. South Marshall obtained -the-tourney in itS
Arena.
first year of consolidation.
Sedalia, the tourney favorite,
opposes Fulton in the second
heat beginning at'' 8:30. The victory minded Confederates don't
figure on sparing the horses in
their bid to get even with the
team that handed them an overtime loss during the season. After sweeping the district ' with
an "ill" Harold Wilkins, one
wonders what to expect if he
is fully recovered as expected

Bad Back
No Worry To
Clemente

However .Ballard, which upset
powerful Lone Oak in their district last week and extended
Tilghman to three overtimes,
does not ihtend to miss the state
"train"•- without a struggle. The
Ballards have three dependables
in Stan Crews, Harold Farmer
nd Bill Allen. *Crews leads in
scoring with 10.4, Farmer is hitting at a 14.10 per game clip
and Allen exceeds twelve points
a game.
Harold' Wilkins, whom every
fan in the region should be familiar with, upped his average to
30 points per game with 110
points in four district game* won
by the Reiss. Sedalia, whiehliar
tested most powers in region one
this past season, may find Fulton a stubborn new customer
when the Lions come face to face
with the first distfict Tigers.

ons And St.
•
Louis Bare
Into Tourney

-We have as good, if not the I)
best pitching' depthin the lea-4
gne." he declared with emphasis.
'I wouldn't trade it for any other
staff in the league.
Looking To Roberts
He pointed out that he expected 'Robin Roberts, long the bellthink.
: 'lite same people who "contriuuted- the twentywether of the Philadelphia Staff,
puttwo billion. dullarSr tile goternment used for other
to regain his old form, and for
Th -game matches the region's
Curt Sfrernons, the southpaw, to
poses. And it„is no trihing sum in Itself., atiout_tive hundtwo/tallest centers in Sedalia's
By JOHN GRIFFIN
winning
ree'
butter
his
la-game
6-7jajiior Guthrie and Fulton's
red and Itity-lif e. MI.11011 dollars lue:Ithe .Present fiscal
United Press Sports Writer
ord of last season.
San Fran- 6-5 George klurnett, both listed
Defending
champion
•
year.
"And then there is Harvey
, cisco and St. Louis barged into among the top twenty scorers in
the saddest story in connection with Old _ _Rob Darnell: recerd setting accomplishment -of three succes.
That
-- liaddjx.,_ who won l2 for us," Illit-Ne*AA tournament today and' -the -Purchase. The, latter averSmith added. "He'll du better,
age - pensions, howeter. And sine the taxes were raited individual aehievements on the sive. regional winners.
Wilt (The. Stilt) Chamberlain ages 20 a game wHile., the Seai
•
The Eagles of 1935 'which too."
will try to lift Kansas into the ha kingpin hits at a 16 per game
trus year' svi. may as -weii know none of the increase hardwomd . this season was the
game
featured
a
state
the
third
year
starting
his
Smith,
same post-season classic tonight. pace.
best thing thats happened to I visited sophomores named
goes. to pros .de incrcia.sed pensions.
band of
at the helm of the one-time whiz
Dick1
Kirksey since their state tournaSan Francisco, winner of the
Pat
Braszel.
Howard
things
'Adams,
expects
great
also
kids,
Guthrie has a pair of high
, It 'seems the tust of - administration is increasing all ment teams of 1933 and 1936.
crown for two straight
'McCuiston iLoyd Cunningham, from veterans' Jim Hearn, Saul NCAA
scoring, ball hawking guards to
try
to
right
the
,
along, and ihe increase in tax.originaily designed.. to proWhen the 1937 edition of the I Clue is Brazzel. Ned Washer, Ly- Rogue in, Jack Meyer, along with years.. earned
back him up in Johnny Key and
for a history - making third
vide an increase in pensum payments will toe used for Ktrksey Eagles dropped a 4.9man Dixon and New ice Copeland. rookies Jack Sanford and Seth
when it clinched the Jim Page, the former with a 19
straight
to Pilot Oak in the
decisNn
game average and Page who
IThey had reached the state by Morehead.
awn-illustration purposes, and such cost iS c.Lirrently.runCalifornia Basketball Assn. chamregional_ffi.nals, it marked the edging Sedalia une point
the
-There's one thing I know this
Metre Ulan telt treiserld or 140.
Tuesday night' with a recently recovered from a severe
.ing
pionship
they-had
region' finals. 'Boyce DiScon hit spring and that is that I have no
"s""tte-m-ittree Years
-4111
case of flu, good fur' 15 a game.
;some comnients on the "aid to de- .missed the coveted tnp to the the deciding basket. In the state worries about my pitching. but I ,.62-4I romp over second-place St.
4% e could make
California.
of
;Mary's
. ment. That the Kirksey team was eliminated may lose sleep trying to come
•pendent tniidren
dtp:Artment vt the weilare-jiiiigram state, - cage tourna
St. Louis, although idle,. was
celebrated , team. coached .by ,by Danville in, the ftrst round, up with the ,solutions to those
-unicn nas linal.ced a inajor-'ss:altdal in 'lentissee and
t.,_its sejected
crowned champion of the Misso
Senarl Darnell wound up the sea- .11,49. H. i3razzet ‘
hitting, stemtstop and right .fteld
souri Valley Conference.. when
thee
'ksed
eaL
law titelimiliatfe aid tb
with an over all record of on the all state tourney team,
• legislature to
• ,pass a.
problem's."
•
runner-up Bradley suffered a
tournament
the
illegitimate cnijcitte-n. and .tneir motherFr; bin.' that would 30-3- Besides
loss to Wichita.. Bradley,
99-91
the
following
Kirksey
year
close
two
close
'dropped
thle,v
.fit: all entirety tlitterent •chapter 61 the tbcial security toss
.remains a leading
however,
squeaked
-through
to
capture
the'
Barlow.
TAPEWORM
NOTE
regular season games to
candidate for a berth in the
story.
They had beaten the now de- regionals over thege opponents
Tournament.
LOS ANGELES —IP— Dwarf National Invitation
It to stty' there- has probably ne‘er been h fax_ funct Pilot Oak in five in a pair Mayfield 18-17; Barlow 39-37;
Kansas can clinch the Big
,
seasonal contests. They had Tashi's:in 31-29. They had a 29- mouse tapeworms may find their
of
nr;
Stippurterti
championship a n d an
eli intentioned 1% filth has as many
defeated. such powers as Boaz. 0 record when 'they met powerful ways into the stomachs of mice Seven
and
loop-hoies for :Louses. Nor one which openly invites a- GlIbertsville, Birmingham a n d Corbin' M the state at Louisville. and men, but their hosts will de- NCAA berth if Chamberlain
his mates beat runner-up Kansas
Corbin
beat
Kirksey
27-24
and
beimmunity
to
the
tiny
velop
Sturm,.
bu.se and
a. •stich lignt punishment for violation,
Kansas State
went on to take the state crown ings, according to Dr. Donald State tonight. It.
espet.
iy in tile neui of unempio ment insurance cuman upset, Kansas
spring
should
,
The Eagles had finished tbe with a 24-18 win over Nebo.
. .
Heyncman. ZoolOgist at the Unithe title by
pensatloh.
. season with a team total of 980
Though
q . young Rob pumped in versity of California, Los Angeles, still can wrap up
.
. .
regular season
last
its
winning
.Last
games.
piants
scored
in
33
points
at a faster rate than those who is studying immunity. All ,
ii.i..ecti rr..ili.n- in that.category have used its beneagainst Colo..
week Rob ended the season with Eagles of
the thirties • ever goes well for the tapeworms when game on Saturday
lit, since the iregfhtiltig without having .ever understOW
rado.
total
of
1.045
and
an individual
dreamed possible in his success- they lay their first eggs in the
It wa- tii.,
:wfeei as' an emergency measure Only.
San Francisco (19-6) qualified
,fmpiled a won-lost fel.. drive for a new first region intestinal fluting, but when the
. his Eagles'e
tourWasher wps .scuring record, he could hardly second generation tries it, the for a second-round•NCAA
They
it i'...nstitriLiv as isne of their' sources of record.- ...if 13-16
ney game at Corvallis, OreKirkseya: individual leader in '37 enjoy th1 game more than those eggs won't hatch.
retetioe.
an
ht.L.al bar•i, and the various offices scatMarch 15 against the winner
with 397 points.
basketball ,tarm boys who put
thi•
tered
states would probably have to
of
a first-rounder betwee% Idaho
little
The third win Jinx which
Kirksey- on the map for all
Nearla- one half of all buses in
State .and Texas Western.
close down
tr,is proitniged. boom period if it Were plagued _Benton ...and Mayfield time, He .is no-relation to Coach the U. S. are schtrol buses.
Bradley is one of four candioNer smell down payment
There are more than 12.000
not fi)r these
the:its
kt
,
ep the surplus from this season was all that kept Darnell. now sutiedintendant of
for theh two remaining
dates
Kirksey from matching Brewers' Hickman County
,
Schols.
trailer
parks
in
the
U.
Take Tappan,go plenty I
S.
piling up so fast uneniplovment
l)mpen.s4tion taxes
berth in the NIT at Madison
handsome bock
From
are
others
The
Garden.
Square
would - hate to be c it. )
panel with itioresced
Utah. Duquesne and St. Joseph's
statsd -in !has outstrt people are now, at long last,
light to self-starting
of Philadelphia. The NIT added
begwhinv to a4. .itiestions about social security, includclock and swing-out
the 10th of its 12 teams Tuesday
...
tEe''iost. Ai,i1 if
with the selectiori of Temple
get "nosey- enough maybe some
broiler --there's
ap118-7). It will be the first
of good reekromp-fall
tv hi. administer sem own funds will
classic
pearance in the New York
features
at this toping
get ,fhe idea that the at erage tax payer wants abuses to
since they won the first one
ed,* price!
-,top and aihr•:, is'Ailt.on costs reduced.
hack in 1938.
SOO it now!

Scoring Of Rob Darnell Is
Highlight For Kirksey Squad

FORT MYERS, Fla. Ill — Outfielder Roberto Clemente is complaining again aboto a bad back,
but the Pittsburgh Pirates aren't
worried much about it.
Last season, Clemente had the
sbme complaint and the word
around the clubhouse wilff,tbitt.
it generally meant the VuertZ1
Rican would have a good da4
at the plate.
"He told me down in Puerto '
Rico during the winter that his
back was bothering him," General
Manager Joe Brown said. "But
he was hitting something like
.433 at the time."
_jsrown sa,id X"-rays would be
taken and that "perhaps if nothing is revealed. on the pictures,
Roberto will feel better."
A heavy rainstorm stoppedi
the Pirates' first intra - aquacr
game Monday in the first inning.
Bob Friend pitched one inning
and reported his arm felt very
good. There had been some fear
Friend might have a tired arm
this year because of the large
number of innings he worked in
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JUST $9.50
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Regional Play Gets Under
Way In State Tonight

otoilACATTit

PREVEN1

10 Years Ago This Week

BY 1,1N_LTLI2 PREM.
If
basketball actein
leathei. out to include 15 of
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
the state's 16 regions in Kentucky .lonight but the rri'is:
,;ief If. fiwiest,ey said yesterday that tenous activity is anticipateniii
h . :,roki•
111 the First Methodist Church ihe 15th - at Paintsvilie where
resulted ill -damage of aPPrianimate- Pikeville meets its old nemesis.

1st _at M ultras_ _
Maui_ou
Madison..,Censouth Marshall vs Ballard Memtral
orial
12th at Somerset
Sedalia vs -Fultoe
Memorial vs LaneaSter
*ft DESTRUCTIVE
Junction vs Hazel Green
2nd at Madisonvale
Russell County 56. Lily 54
&anti Hopkins vs Nebo
_ thor
Eubank 70, Mt. Sterling 55
ttf,
Cieften Ls Fresuunia
FREE INSPECTION
13th it Bell County
.
3rd t Owensboro
Clay
County
vs
Williamsburg
ly
'Inc Panthers. expected to bi• 0.••-en.boro Catholic • .- h• Mee
Lone Jack vs Bell County
4
Were held at, Murray High S hool 0-iwaid at week's end when 'air. Ifender..in vs Prot Mem.
14th at Hazard
.
Lot
al.ii
t. T. II. Muth:N. Jr.. stated that the 11). trhs
ut . will be packing up
. 4th at
—Licensed and Insured—
Dam
Whitesburg vs renong-Neon
si..1,4.01
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Photo. 441
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(!a.ughto-r- of Mrs. F:il Gibbs. Filet Gap, a team which topped Leitchfield %, Butler Counix
Flat Gap vs Pike. die •
Pikeville twice this season. Pike-.
5th at Bowling Green
Murray. ti.7• ris •ert17. been employed at Puke
Betsy Layne vs Virgie
%tile lost only three games (hiring -Warren County s Olmstead
form L a.- part-nine youth direm tor.. Miss Gibbs
16th at Morehead
the regular season -- the other
Sharpsburg Vs Mount Sterling
Is a gra&iati-- or. Mlirra..•• State Collesre where she 'receiv- one. to Louisville Central — ano "fornpkireo. die 1,s Scottsville
6th at Adair County
Breekinridge Training vs Clark
!-1•.-e.
ed the
will be seeking revenge tornigh. Hart Montilla! vs W.st .Point
CountY.
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.,11:
j
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NOTHING COOKS LIKE A TAPPAN!

miNare

Greenbriar Special

TERMITES

Model AV668
$A
SALE $37995
WAS 407
PRICE

B

Kelley's Pest
Control

NOW

You Can Have A
CERAMIC TILE
BATH
At A Reasonable
Price

Mr.

the name to trust ill LP.Gas
105 N. 5th

ST.

MURRAY, KY.
PHONE 1177
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AUTO, FIRE, LIFE, and Inland
SATURDAY, MARCH 9
Marine insurance. Contact Wayne
1:00 P.M. Rain or Shine
Wilson, phone 321.
1!•113C At the late Tellus Moore farm
4 ni.iles northeast of Murray on
THREE ROOM HOUSE: Cheap. Vancleave road, two miles off
$1500. End of. Broad Street. blacktop, north of Lakestop groCall 1121 Paris, Tennessee. A. T. cery.
Crawford.
M6P • Will sell following degas:
Ford
tractor,
good
shape,
plows, disc, cultivator, practically
1953 -MODEL Chevrelet pickup.
new, rubber tired wagon, 4 door
Good condition. Orville Owens,
Checrolet car with new tires, not
Hazel Route 1.
M7P
a late model but in tip top condition with years of service.
CHOICE well located lot, 2 cheap
Young cow and calf, a stripper,
lots. New 3 bedroom brick house. nice springer, coming two years
New 2 bedroom brick house. 51 old bull, seven yearling calves,
iik acre farm $4.700 house with G.I. including three'
Jersey bulls from
Vluan_ Three bedroom house with artificial breeding and country's
basement near city limits. Mod- best dairy herd, one brood sow,
ern home and 254 acres of land, 4 shoats, work mule,' 35 barrels
3 miles out on black top. Also all corn, 100 bales jap, 14 hams,
kirids of insurance.
Claude L. shoulders and sugar cured baMiller. Phones 758 -and 1058. con, -two cans of lard, 25 Triple
Over Stubblefield Drug.
M7C A White Rock laying .pullets,
stseral dozen cans of mixed
1948 FARMALL 1-1„tjactor, three fruit, /0 gallons sweet cider, ,lot
of
pieces
equipmnt. Also 1051 of scrap iron, corn shelter, wheat
WD Allis Chambers: 3 pieces of cradle. large bok made from
*equipment. All in good shape. black walnut, wheel barrow, pea
See Parry
Stewart, Puryear, shelter, horse drawn tools, dinM8P ner bell, wash kettle, spring seat,
Tenn. Phone 94-N.
2 size bed„ spool type, very old,
1
COMPLETE STOCK of cast Iron ./
skillets, covers, chicken fryers, 4 ton coal, wood cook stove,
Dutch ovens, corn stick pans many small items. Probably win
and bakers. These are ground sell a building with two sheds,
, and polished "Beatiy---T-er -Uses",covered with metal .roofing..
Arrangements have been made
M8C
•
Douglass Hardware.
with Mrs. -Moore for anyone
wishing to sell _farm produce,
equipment or household items to
1957
bring them. Outside itetns will
• Standard Diary
sell after main sale.
• Aristocrat Diary
Douglass 'Shoemaker, auctioneer.
• Cash Account Diary
All candidates are invited to
Auto Record Book
come and bring one or two with
Auto Expense Book
M8C
them.

6

Travelers Expense Book
Day•At-A-Glance Book
Memo
1957

Book

Calendars

Office Supply

Department

Ledger & Times
Call 55

word for three days. Classified ads ars payable In advance.
By DOC QUIGG
bath, gas heat. Located 106
United Preis Staff Correspondent
10th St. $35 per month. Call
.58, Claude L. Miller Insurance
NEW YORK tilt - All hail,
today, the silly sloganeer-the
ITCs_
WANTED: Married man with car, ' & Real Estate.
man who started us laughing at
age 22-40, with high school eduour pompous selves.
cation, to work 8 hours or more
Taking a bow, in all modesty,
daily. Must have good personalis all obscure genius who has
ity. We train and finance. Phone
or write Fuller Brush' Co., 422 Paul Ealey and Ruth Ealey to hiding his light under the buckHarley- H. Johnson and Rosine stees bushel that is 'Madison
Columbus Ave., Paducah, 'Ky.,
Avenue. His name is J. Clarke
phone 3-2777 % Clifton Coleman, Johnson - land.
Mattimore. He is an advertising
M9C
Manager.
man.
J. S. and Donna A. Parker to
His soul belongs to hard -sell
Lestel and Pauline Elkins - heaven but in a larger sense
lot
his talent belongs to the ages.
The month was September. The
MONUMENTS
year was 1952, Mattimore, proMurray Marble & Granite Works, William and Quida Paschall to bably wearing a sincere tie, sat
John Nance "Pat" and Jane
builders of fine memorials for
at his desk.
°vet half century. Porter White, Paschall - lot
He fiddled with pencil and
M16C
121
Phone
Manager.
brain cell. He doodled.' He went
E. S. and Thelma Roberts to to the water cooler, returned,
Necchi,
MACHINES,
Mark D. and Tamson Parker - took pencil in hand and wrote:
SEWIN
Domestic, Bro'her. Repair all
"THIMK!"
makes. Write or call Allen's. • 'Potatoes, carrots and
other
A fad was born.
Sewing Machine Ex., 210 S. 4th., root vegetables - retain more of
Unaware of the oomph • of
Paducah. -Dial 2-8900 or Murray.'their nutritive value if-they are what he had wrought, he casualAIL19P cooked in their jackets.
phone 1091.
ly lettered "THIMK!" onto a

HELP WANTED

--

_Land Transfers _1

NOTICE

ORNAMENTAL IRON, cast and
wrought designs, porch columns,'
railings,•mail box and light post,
picnic tables, yard furniture, etc.
Low prices, easy 'terms, free estimates. Mayfield Ornamental
Iron Co., 335 Willow Drive, ph.
A4c
2881 Collect.
SPECIAL on each $10.5Q wipenent wave, a beautiful' electric
-ac given'free. also permanerks
eTo
as low as $4 each. Chris' Beauty
Shop. Call 326-W. 1311 W. Main.
M8C

L

FOR RENT

FURNISHED Garage Apartment.
Private entrance. Heat furnished.
Available at once. Phone 535.
M6C

Wanted

3 ROOM UNTfurmshed apartment.
Private bath'and entrance. Electo
attach
to
LOADER
GRAVEL
tric heat. Phone 1975 or 1656-J.
F20 Farman tractor, at once.
TFC
•
Phone 712, Kynois McClatre.
rooms
three
M7P FURNISHED House.

PUZALE
CROSSWORD
•
•
35-port Ice
ACROSS'
26-Egg on
1-Winter vehicle 37-Monster
39-Girl's name
5-Box
9-Bitter vetch --AO...Grasped
42-Arti Iicial
12-Comfort
44-Poisonous
13-1.ease
snake
14-Burma
46-Small rugs
tribesman
48-Followers of
15-.Song bird
Christ
16—Benefit
50-11auls
18-Dispatched
lase-Lowest -pert of fifi---Throcrxh
55-Succor
mine shaft
56-Cry of
I pl
Bacchanals
21-11armonizer in
67-Abstract being
. color
54-Dines
24-Strike out
59-Rage
25-Fruit drink
26-Transaction
DOWN
29-Wife of
1-Stitch
Geraint
32-Cook in water 2-Malay gibbon
3-Compass point
34-Edible seed
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into their,
whipped red
troubled thinking since, the lie wind
CHAPTER 26
grown and grown until the cheeks and their stun hurried.
A SMALL sign on the person.' had
monster could not now be slain Little 'White-etlged waves ruffled
nel manager's desk anwith a few words, with a laugh- the blue water, and the gray ice
nounced that he Was Mr. William
ing admission of his mistake, his at the edge of the beach lifted
Brockman.
and ground its teeth.
error.
"Yes, sir 7" he said. receptiveThey were chilled through and
Now, here in the Hollies, such
to Grady Barton.
direct evidence of untrustworthi- tired—and content—when they
"4 came to ask you about ern- ness would condemn him far more approached the picket fence
ployenent." Grady-told him. "The completely than could be accom- m-ound the Cowan yard. Candy
no longer raced and ran, he too
emploYrritnt office here in the plished in the courtroom.
that you were
In any attempt at confession. looked forward to a warm c'orner
•Neighbonetold me
hiring men far March first!"
Grady would be saying, here in in which to stretch and rest.
"Come on in." June told Grady.
, am a man who
"Do you want. to do factory the, Hollies, 1
would lie to get this job as your "I'll have Fanny make us some
work 7" asked Mr. Brockman.
you'd rath"I'm ready to take any sort of doctor. So-I might also be a hot chocolate-unless
er have coffee."
position you might have to offer. man who would ..."
"This hungry Man at your door
And he sat, discouraged, in his
I need work, and I don't want
to go out of town just now to office by day, in his living room will take what's offered, and like
at night, or walked, stall dis- it!" Grady told her, going into
seek it."
couraged, across the snowy fields the hall with renewed pleasure in
Mr. Brix•kinan opened his top
Its graciousness.
desk drawer aid took out a and woodlands,
June disappeared toward the
He no longer went past rowprinted form. "We are going to
Grady shucked out of
hire some men," he said pleasant- ans' to pick tip Candy to share kitchen;
•
jacket
", ly, "to begin work in March. If his walks. The Cowans were his his galoshes and leather
plaid
you fill that out, and think you friends and very kind to him- and cap. In corduroys and
appreciated his Inconcould help us here, you must go hut he feared teraeem to monopo- shirt, he
living
gruity in the handsome
to Dr. Grady Barton in Green lize their time. s
So, when June wanted to talk room. A fire burned below the
Holly and bring hack a physicalof
search
marble mantel; there were flowto him, she must go In
condition report from him."
beside the
Grady took the form and smiled him. And she did just that on a ers upon the table
where June seated
gravely at Mr. Brockman. "I am certain cold Thursday afternoon. curved couch
she came downDr. Barton.", he said quietly. It was Grady's free half-day: he herself when
Without 'saying anything more, would not be in his office, and tams, having put on a dress of
time, she blue just a shade darker thap
he took out his pen and began when Grady had free
the lopsided Walls.
to fin in the form, conscious of knew that he often walked,
It was a cold,' steel-gray day,
Aaron brought mugs of hot
as Mr. Brockman's bewilderment
the
across
chocolate and a plate of spicy
Br
"What are you saying?" he with fInf snow blowing
ground.
cookies. Candy came in and
finally demanded.
June put on her red snowsuit, stretched upon- the hearth rug,
Grady glanced up, then sat
with
and
mittens,
and
boots
her
with pleasure. Grady
playsighing
back in his chair. "I'm not
ing tricks, sir," he said with dig- Candy's leash in her hand, she leaned bark In the !Atte arm chair
to and sighed, too. 'This lii all very
nity. "I am Dr. Barton. Three went first past Grady's office
months ago I came to the }lol- be sure he was not there, then wonderful to a man who .0 bethe
ginning to think he hasn't a
lies to practice medicine. It setts up the street and toward
friend in the world. I do thank,
thought that the Communities woods.
habits,
his
knew
well
pretty
She
you, June."
needed -1 doctor. Among other
She sat gazing at the wavering
things, I was hired by the fac- and so did Candy. Within the
stiffened,
dog
the
half-hour
profile of the man which the
tory here to examine its workers,
pointed, then took off with every „flames on the hearth cast upon
attend their sick and hurt—"
hair a flag of joyous recognition. the wall behind him. "You have
Yea,,I know that" 1-s,
"Even with what the factory 'zrItaily had-got well into the friends. Grady," she said, almost
perhaps would dreamily, so softly did she speak.
pays me, I don't have enough pine woods. June
work as a doctor to pay my ex- not have seen him except for "My father- and me. But I think
churning the probably that advice goes alone
was
penses. So I came here to apply Candy who
for work. I can rim one' of your snow into froth around, his dis- with most friendships." Now she
machines—if you will hire me to tant figure. When free of the looked at the man himself.
leaping dog, Grady turned and
"You have the privilege of adrim n it"
Mr. Brockman looked dis- waved to the girl upon the hill- vising me," he said quietly.
"Though I might as well tell you
tressed. "I'd have to let you know Pide.
each that I have decided, and firmly,
toward
walked
They
- Dr. Barton, believe me, that is
arsmiles
and
other, their eyes
not to leave the Hollies. They are
regular procedure"
nowledging their gladness at not going to drive me omit!"
Grady stood tip. "I know. I stipP
meeting.
this
June's thick, curly lashes flew
' pose you'll call me?"
"Vve been tracking you," said upward and. back. "Oh, Grady.
."
.
"Ves. Yes, I'll call you
Ile won't call me,. thought June frankly. "Where were you that Wassn't my ndvice!" she
cried. "I certainly wouldn't- But,
Grady. going out to his car. /'U going?"
Grady's arm made a half-circle. well, it's this! And Father agrees
not hear from him.
lie had not made out the appli- "I thought up into the woods a with me. We both think you
cation form, and it was just as way, then around and down to- should send for your wife, Grady.
We don't think you should he'
well. His pen had stopped short ward the lake."
"Fine," said June. s'candy, you alone in this tight which you're
of a certain question. Marriedbeing forced to make. Her place
Single- Divorced- Widowed--; leave the rabbits alone!"
The dog looked at her In is with you, now."
How would he have answered
that? With his other troubles, amazement. and Grady laughed.
They walked for an hour, not
the lie winch he had told on comWhat doer; Grady say to
was cold; the
ing to the trollies had grown ten- talking much. It
June? More than might he
pine woods were as still, pa an
fold.
to expected. under the eirellin. It had been -a_ small...thing when empty church and as soothing
stamen. Continue Chapter 27
told. Or so it had seemed, even the nerves. When they turned .
the tomorrow.
W a LCUUlll/1 Magi. Tot in hie clown toward the lake again,
. ••
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ELIZABETH SEIFERT'S NEW NOVEL
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In the series of pictures above the' Navy Introduces its new
"Sidewinder" guided missile, fired (left) from a Navy jet fighter. The center picture shows the "Sidewinder" streaking through
th% air to score a "kill" (right) on a _deone target plane. The
"Sidewinder" and other guided missiles are under test at the
Naval Orilnance Testing Station at China Lake, Calif. (International Soundphoto).

nd

Auction Sale

i

To

And Now.
...The Sidewinder

Silly Slogan
Hailed As
Laugh Aid

30 par word for one day, minimum of 17 words for 60e —

tall forwards
David '4101around 12

PAGE THREE

placard-size sheet and put it
on his desk.
Loungers-by began snickering.
Mattimore was inspired. He had
101,1. sampler-size "TitIMKS" made
up and sent to his friends.
Sensational!
'
Well, you know what followed. THIIVIKS
bloomed
on
desks around the world. Hard
on their heels came -SNILE!"
and then a myriad such drolileries as -Think before you
louse it np" arid "We never
make mistakes" and "Plan ahead"
(With the last three letters so
crowded that they barely squeeze
onto the card).
It must be rue Tded here that
another genius. Manny Ress, the
peet of politics who gives us
the button-slogans that illunri-s
nate our campaigns, reached the
nadir of his career when he
rejected "THIMK!"

in a scene from '"fHE
Aue.e, JO:A! ellt:1: sou Julie
GREAT MAN," which will open tomorrow at the Varsity Theatre. This is the picture that carried her to fame as the CASTOFF LOVER of the "GREAT MAN".

Before ever a card was printed, Mattimore suggested to-Manny that he. make a lapel button
with "THIMK!" on it. Manny
thought it over and decided it
wouldn't catch on. Tsk, tsk.
Manny is the fellow who gave
us such convention-time piffle
as "We need Adlai badly," "Avereit will fill the -bill," "Stassep.
step harassin,"" and (way back
in 1947) "I like Ike."
"BORROWS" CEMENT MIXER.

506 W. Main St.
"YOUR HOME-OWNED LOAN:r1.0•°'

4dimmummummimumsami.T.
Howdy Neighbors!

CHICAGO 4PI — Edward
(Butch) Panczko, 40, said 11,
walked up to a man and asked
him if it was all right to take
an $800 cement mixer which
was nearby. Panczko said: "I-/e
said 'I don't care.' So I took I
"How was I to know,"
Panczko said in court, "the cement mixer didn't belong to him,
0;1
t

4-Thick
5-Part of leg
6-Liquid measure
7-Skill
9--Brooklyn
1,odgers'
shortstop
9--Fundamental
10-Grate
11-Poses for
portrait
17-Itermlations
19-Worm
23--Aroma
'I Friends
24-Beloved
27-Footless
25-Limb
SO-Electrified
particles
It-European
33-Condescending
looks
119-Newt
41-Carpenterfe
Instrument
43-Show !tower
44-Sleeveless
45-Frank
46-Liquefy
47-Vipers
49-Meadaar
61-Eggs
62-Emerged
victorious
53-Plaos

COLLEGE
CLEANERS
FREE Pick-up & Delivery
Expert Dyeing Service
A4teration Service

"Red" Lamb and "Buck's" Buchanan

NOW
EXPERIENCED LUBRICATION — TL.,L UP

Sinclair Service Sta.
4th & PINE ST.

WALTER WATERFIELD

SERVICE WITH A SMILE

owner
1411 Olive

Blvd.

Ph. 430

by Ernie Bushmiller

NANCY,

ONLY THE
F. B.I. CAN
HANDLE
THIS CASE

OH-OH--- THE
DOG CATCHER --AND tAY DOGH AS NO
LICENSE

AA
Si,
.
011.11 NV I, wow,P.a.*

by 1Raeburn Van Buren

ABBIE an' SLATS
NOT-- NOT EXACTLY, ROCKY,
BESIDES...I GOT A GIRL...AND..,

-r

OH, SLATS, DARLING
KNEW YOU LOVED MEI JUST FELT IL':

by Al Capp

LIL'''ABNER
t,,,'144. sotR's
(--`/ h/tWDER
YOO LOOK T
LOVELY TONIGH ,
MISS PIMPLETON
-NOT TO SHARE
s/00 Wi.TP! THE.
WORLD!." t

Winch, {
-Elee-Nsivc
/wow- au.s
cc.7A.K/N6
70.,Y)

SO WE WILL
SPEND OUR
EVENING
HERE,WHERE
EVERYONE

WW-ANDA444THROUGiel
DRESSFD LIP To SHAME ,
'DU INTO TAKING ME 00rFOR ONCE!!

CAN SEE /00
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Jo Burkeen, Editor ... Phone 694-M-4 or 763-3

Adams Home Scene
Of Regular Meet
East Hazel Club

WEDNESDAY — MARCH 6, 1951

TVA WEEKLY NEWS
LETTER

Actiei I

Tea Shower Held
In Compliment To
Miss Delura Young

Total personal iraname ui ihe
Tennessee. Valley region rose. $500
million during 1955 to _ri recerd
high -of $7.1 billion, representing
a regional increase of 8 per cent
over the previous year, compared with a national increase of
7. per ,
,cent. At the sue time
'-regiort4 per-e-earnea-- tricorn
rose 6 per cent to $1,165, compared with a national increase
f 5 per..cent.

lei:sous of "productive" age (15
to 64 years). in 1950, of
every
100 'persons of "productive" age
in the region there were 63
'non - producers" as compared
with 54 in the Nation.

Mrs. Lonnie Shroat
Hostess For Book
.4 nd Thimble Club

Altar Society Has.'its Family Soda .
_Mr.

Mrs. Steely Opens
Home For Meeting
Lottie Moon Circle-

'SOMEBODY'S LYING'

Locals

Mrs, William Adams opened
Miss Delura Lee Young. brideWednesday. March 6
ichurch at two-thirty - o'Nock.
her home for the regular FebruTile executive board meeting
.
elect of Keith Edwin -Hill, was
Mere than. 4- quarter billion
.> . •
- OrY En4•1448443
t-Lo- East- kkhatel e - the ftfen. T - Teadieli A-siOCia- I
drifters -wMTTY-Pf--nreigehifilffilfer-horforee
a' deliglatfully
eli-g=
Thursday. March 7
Homemakers Club. Mrs. Herttle , tion will meet at one
lima! appliances were sold last
- thirty I The Jessie 'Houston Service planned tea shower held at the
-vice-preside
nt.
Craig,
• celled. -the 7 0.00Cit .at the Carter School on Club of the Supreme Forest home of Mrs. Adolphus Lassiter
year in the, area in which TVA
meeting -- to. order -in .the absepee' South-Thittectittr-Street
power is distributed. Georg e
WOodriten Circle will meet with in Hazel on Saturday, March -2
of the president, Mrs. Leland ,
• •
Mrs. Mary Louise Baker, West from three to six o'clock in the
These figures are contained Munger. Chief of TVA's ElecAlton.
I The WMS of Poplar Springs Peplar, at seven-thirty o'clock. afternoon.
in an analysis TVA has just trical Development -Branch, told
;Church will obserse the, week
-• • • *
completed of basic data issued a recent meeting of employees
The project lesson on t h e
The hostesses for the prenupof pray-er for home missions at
Group Ill of the CWF of the
by the U. S. Department of of the agency's Eastern Power "Making. of Draperies" was pre- .
tial event were Mrs. Lassiter,
the church at .ten o'clock.
First Christian Church will meet
Commerce. The "region" as de- District in Knoxville.
sented by Mrs. Adams and Mrs.
.,
Mrs. Kerney Bailey, Miss Linda
•
• 6
at the horne of Mrs. Rupert
fined by TVA includes the TenSarah Harper. They demonstrat'The people in this area make
Lassiter. and
Mrs. Joe
Hal nessee Valley
Boa-d Martin. drama editor of Silvers at eight o'clock.
and such con- greater use of electricity* than
ed the methods of making both . the Louisville. Courier Journal.
Starks.
•
•
•
•
tiguous
counties
in
which TVA in any other large area of the
the lined and unlined drapes.
v.ill discuss current Broadway
The WMS of the Memorial
Receiving the guests with the, power is distributed.
and used pictures to further ,
country." he said.
plays at an open meeting of Baptist Church will -observe the henoree were
emphasize the colors and pat- ,
The $7.1 billion of income
her mother. Mrs.
Sixty-two per cent of the
AAUW• in the college library at week of prayer at the church at J. W. Young,
terns -that may be used, in drapes.
her mother-in-law in 1955 represented..2.34 per cent ,region's residential.cqnsurners.use
eight &clock. ;
to be. Mrs. L. J.-Hill. and Miss of. the national total, w.hile the electric ranges, as compared to
•
••
* •••
Mrs. Harper gave a resume of •
Betty Thurmond.
average per capita income of the Nation's saturation of 27
her trip to Farm and 1-fume -- The ,WMS of the Memorial , The week of prayer will be
$1,165 was 63 per cent of the per Cent; 42 per cent have
Miss Young chose to wear for national average
Week. *Mrs. Glen Kelso', reportedl Bipust Church will observe the observed by the WMS of the
per capita. In electric *water heaters „compared
on the reeent-council meeting., week of prayer at the church at, First
Baptist Church , at -the the occasion a black taffeta dress recent years the Valley region with 15 per cent for the Nation
trimmed in white. •with a
Mrs. Harley Craig directed the two o:clock.
church at two-thirty - o'etriek.has- maintained- its proportion
art`aCa.
.lesses' gift corsage of white car- the national total income
recrea
tion._ .
*
.
*
and
Mr. Mungeraid it has been
The )...:eek of prayer evill be
nations.
Mrs.
Young
wore __a has improved its position relative
The Garden DepartMent "of:the
estimated that there are 250.000
The hostess served refresh- observed by, the WMS of
Week
lace, frock and Mrs. Hill
the Murray- Woman's Club will- meet
nal per,ca
hoMere-rituceighout- -ttietatianalratements:10 theeseven'memBers. and - First Baptist *Church
s attired Wr a otiglIt—
at the at the club house at two-thirty
orefil favorabrr-ttencrir7-fh-e-region which are
the following guests: Mrs. Clifton
Meted by electricity.
dress. They each wore. A corsage with respect to per capita' income
o
clock.
"We . know there are more
Dexter. Mrs. Mary- Hawthorne. ,
of white carnations..
.
• ••
is attributable in part to trans- than 175.000
electricallyy heated
and Mrs Hoyt Craig. ,
The • guests were greeted at fers of workers out of the low
Friday, .March
homes in the Valley region
the
door
by
Mrs.
income
The
Lassiter
farm
population
Memorial Baptist Church
group, alone," he said. "It is interesting
and
The March meeting will be
WMS will observe the. week of invited .into the bedroom to view combined with a rate of increase to note that the utility industry
held in the home of Mrs. Conley
the
gifts
by
Mrs. Starks, Miss- in nonfarm emPloyment somt- which generally
prayer for home. missions with
James.
up to about
Mrs. L.nme Shroat entertain• •••
meetings at the church at two Lassiter and Miss Kay Tress w hat larger than the national wto years ago resisted electric
ed the merelaers and guest of
o'clock and at seven - thirty showed the gifts. Misses Shirley average.
heating is now aggressively pro-.
the Book and Thimble Club
anck .Sharon_Hill_kept the_ reg4t- .
Malt stiudies the trends mating it_ What has turned out
held on *1 nurs.day; Fe-hi-bars'
••••
er.
in the economy of the region to be a nation-wide program,
"at two-thirty o'cloCk in the aftThe beaallfully appointed tea which is affected by many
The we& of prayer for home
and Mrs. Ray Kern were ernoon
fact - is based on experience obtained
at her home on Olive
table
was
overlaid
with a white ors, one of which is TVA's in the area served by TVA."
missions will be observed by the
hosts for a family social held -Street.
linen
cloth
and centered with a resource development program.
by the Altar Society of the St.
WMS of the First Baptist Church
°slicers were elected who are
at the church at two - thirty gorgeous arrangement of white
Leo's Catholic Church on SatPer capita personal income in
TVA said today that 22 of 25
Mrs. Mary Louise Baker. presichrysanthemums and white statis. the region increased • from $317 tracts. and 4 of 5 highway
o'clock.
urday. March 2. at seven-thirty
dent. and Mrs. Iva Gilbert, secThe appointments were in milk in 1929 to,-$t.165 in 1955.
• •••
o'clock in the evening at their
an easements of Norris reservoir
retary. The group voted to have
lovely home on the Lynn Grove
The officers and teacher of the glass. An arrangement of the increase of 268 per cent com- land offered at public auction
a hostess' gift each month.
Young Women's Class of the same flowers was used in the pared with 257 per cent in the recently were sold for $63,096,
Road.
Refreshments were served by
First Baptist Church will meet living room.
Southeast, and 163 per cent in or $13.050 more than the mini.
hostess.
the
Members present
Games were enjoyed by the
Those serving at the tea table the Nation. The more rapid rate mum accepiable price. The preat the home of - Mrs. Stub Wilwere
Mrs. Dewey Jones. Mrs.
.
group and refreshments were
were
Miss lgozma
' North Fourteenth Street,_&t
of-ini;eveas;-?ift**kiee-reaUun iir"416 PeTtY- - is-- in- CtaiberrW,--sefitfir"bY Mr. and-lats.-Pin •••C'erts1 LaOrter.- mit' R. IT. Rob- seven-thirty o'clock.
Miss Lynn Hahs. Miss Carelyn per capita income up from 45 Campbell. Grainger. and AnderThirty-two members an guests bins. Mrs. Hub Dunn. Mrs. Iva
• •-• • *
Wallis, Miss Jackita White. Miss per cent of the national per son counties.
Gilbert. Mrs Charlie Hale. Mrs.
were present for the social.
The North Murray Homemak- Diane Elkins. and' Miss Frankie capita in 1929 to 63 per cent in
-.- Mary Louise Baker. and Mrs.
Erwin.
1955.
TV FUTURE
,Shroat. A. guest was Mrs. Leon ers ttlub will meet at the home-Approximately sixty - five
While the region has experiencof Mrs. Zeffie Woods at TineC
guests called during the after- ed a substantial increase in
thirty o'clock.
. ••• •
SYACL7SE. N Y. -VI- Por•••
noon hours.
total and per capita income. table television sets
. with their
both in absolute amounts and own power source
The United Church Women
will be made
relative te the Nation, the per by 1958, according
will observe World Day of
to General
capita income differential of $386 Electric Co.
Prayer at the. St. John's Episcovice president W. R.
in 1929 had widened to $682 in G. Baker.
pal Church at one o'clock Please
He predicted the sets
Tht. Lottie Moon Circle of
1955. Part of -the-increase in would use
note earlier time.
transistors and could
• • ••
the differential, however, is due be operated
Woman's Miesionary Society of
by batteries or frorh
Shirley Kilgore has been
tN• First, !Li-mist Church met in
to
inflationari
influences.
.
• -TVA coni:enflonal electrical outlets.
Saturday. March 9,
appointed assistabe• supervisor nf
said
the home of Mrs. Will Frank
that
several
-prevailing cirThe. Captain Wendell Ours the
Woodmen
Circle
Junior cumstances. in addition, to genSteelY on North Sixteenth Street chapter of the DAR will meet
Grove No. 9 4nd met v.-eh the
on Monday. March 4. at seven- at the home of Mrs. George Hart
erally lower wage rates, help
girls at the fegular Meeting held
to explain the region's • confirmthirty o'clock in the evening.
at two-thirty o'clock.
Saturday
afternoon.
March
2.
at
••• •
ing lag at less than twe-thirds
Mrs. Edgar Shir:ey. mission
the WOW Hall.
the national average per capita.
study chairman, conducted the
Saturday. March 9
The junior
president.
Miss
While employment opporturestudy of the
The Lanibuth College Choir Janice.
Mis-Pasehall.
presided during ties oh the week.
noi ae
•-ions USA" by Ceurts Redfaell will be at the Hazel :Methodist
the ritualistic work. Directing I yet match
those ot the. Natiare
In her talented way. Mrs Shirley Church 'at seven-thirty o'clock
the work of the afternoon were the situation
in agriculture is
(erected the study with each to present a musical program.
Mrs Goldia M. Curd and Mrs. , especialls
acute. There is a cellmember taking part in the dis- Everyone is invited.
a Wall Melugin. Miss Linda tinuini preblem
• t ••
of low income
mission.
•
Farley was introduced as a new , in agriculture
and underemployThe study is a part of the
•
'
member
and
instructed
in
the
Monday, March 11
ment of many listed as t'agrispecial observance of the week
The Sigma Department of the work of the grove.
cultural tS•orkers." but who in
of prayer for home 'cif-el-ens and
Fay
Miss
Cole
who
celebrated terms of productive effort are
showed the need for m,-(re _mis- Murray Woman's Club will have
her birthday in Febreary was 'Largely unemployed. White there
sion work in the United States. an open meeting at the club
honoree
at the birthday cere- has been a significant reduction
The special Annie Armstrong house at seven o'clock. All parmony and presented a gift by in the number of ram werkera,
filtering was made by the circle ents of children of kindergarten
•
I
age are especially urged to at- the supervisor.
!a decline of 39.000 or 6 per cent
members.
Immediately after the close of from 1950 to 1955. the prepertion
tend.
NEW POWER • NEW DESIGN
Mrs. Glenn Wooden, chairman
!he regular junior session. the of workers in agriculture con NEW CHOICE OF COLORS
of the circle, presided at the
Junior Miss Sorority •team held tinues to be large. This demeeting. A special report was
See the-dashing nev. des.gr.- adThursday. March 14
a special drill practice for the !messes the average incom
more the Bramatic new c,terso
made by the prayer chairman,
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THE "WRONG DOOR" investigation in Los Angeles, which a state Striate committee is investigating methods
and activities of private detectives, reached a climax in
these scenes, In whichthe committee was probing a divorce
evidence "raid" on an apartment supposedly occupied by
rariten Monroe. "Private p.,
4c „
Irwin, 24, is'IflegiT -e14144.
sworn. He said Frank Sinatra
was in the raiding party. Sinatra (testifying) said he was
not, that he waited pn the
street Lower: Sheila Stewart
Renour, actress in whose -apartment Marilyn was visiUng.
takes oath. That apartment was on another floor. A state
senator said, "Somebody's ly(international)
ing."

MR. FRIENDLY
SAYS
When those bills
Deal a body. blow
Here's o friend
You'll wont to know.

LOANS TO S300

Phone 1180

204 So, 4th

STANDARD OIL

$124.50 to S739.95

IT'S GOING TO TAKE SOME DIVE_ FOR THE.
NAVY

SERVICE STATION

ENIX

CARPENTER SHOP

EAST MAIN STREET
MANAGER

•

40wArAl
*THE GREAT MAN?
(figured I
could handle
him all right,
Out I was
wrong...I
couldn't...
not that
first night...

or ever!"

ENDS
THURS.

Illeof ea
Ms toot sway

JULIE

OPEN

LONDON

.
THE
GREAT
MAN
- IN

• 24 Hours Daily
We invite you to visit us regulaily for Grease and Wash Jobs

JOSE
FERRER

and High Quity, Efficient Service!

DEAN JAGGER
KEENAN WYNN

A
IT'S A SUBMERSIBLE craft called a Bathyscaphe, ahowg at a Mediterranean poit. Destgners Auguste
Plccard and son Jacques are under contract to make a stiles of dives deep in the Mediterranean
thls summer for the Office of U. S. Naval Research.
(Intcrnational Soundphoto)
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